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Sept. 23, 1913.

Mrs. M. Mc. Clellan Brown,

818 Hutchins Ave.,

Cincinnati, Ohio.

Dear Mrs. Brown:

Your letter of Sept. 22, just here. I now expect to leave for Cincinnati on the evening of the 8th Erie Railroad. I hardly expect to stay two nights but that part will depend upon the pressure brought to bear from Columbus and upon some things pending in Cincinnati.

I think it is lovely of Mrs. Robertson to want me to stay with her but I feel that I must be down town because I want to do some work in regard to the petitions while I am in Cincinnati. However you will hear from me in regard to the exact time of my arrival a little later. I am so glad you told me that this was to be a reception and lecture someone told me it was to be a banquet. I can manage the reception of the evening and all that because I am very well and strong. Do assure Mrs. Robertson that I appreciate her kindness but that every minute counts and I must be where I can meet engagements which I will make.

Looking forward then with pleasure to seeing the Cincinnati ladies, I remain

Always lovingly yours,

Harriet Taylor Upton